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(54) DEMODULATION OF A SUBSET OF AVAILABLE LINK ASSIGNMENT BLOCKS

(57) Systems and methodologies are described that
facilitate assigning indices to link assignment blocks
(LABs) communicated via a downlink. Indices in a first
subset are allocated to shared LABs, which are decoded
by a plurality of access terminals. Indices in a second
subset are assigned to unshared LABs, which are each
intended for a particular recipient access terminal. As-
signment of an index for each unshared LAB can be
based upon a hash of an identifier corresponding to an

intended recipient access terminal and/or access termi-
nal capabilities. Moreover, an access terminal can de-
code LABs based upon corresponding indices. LABs with
indices in a first range can be identified as shared LABs
and decoded. Further, the access terminal can determine
a second range of indices corresponding to unshared
LABs to decode; the second range of indices includes
fewer than all indices corresponding to unshared LABs
in a frame sent by a base station.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Patent application Serial No 60/887,338 entitled
"A METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR USING A
SHARED CONTROL MAC PROTOCOL" which was filed
January 30, 2007. The entirety of the aforementioned
application is herein incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

I. Field

[0002] The following description relates generally to
wireless communications, and more particularly to ena-
bling access terminals to decode subsets of link assign-
ment blocks (LABs) transferred from base stations in a
wireless communication system.

II. Background

[0003] Wireless communication systems are widely
deployed to provide various types of communication; for
instance, voice and/or data can be provided via such
wireless communication systems. A typical wireless
communication system, or network, can provide multiple
users access to one or more shared resources (e.g.,
bandwidth, transmit power, ...). For instance, a system
can use a variety of multiple access techniques such as
Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM), Time Division
Multiplexing (TDM), Code Division Multiplexing (CDM),
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM),
and others.
[0004] Generally, wireless multiple-access communi-
cation systems can simultaneously support communica-
tion for multiple access terminals. Each access terminal
can communicate with one or more base stations via
transmissions on forward and reverse links. The forward
link (or downlink) refers to the communication link from
base stations to access terminals, and the reverse link
(or uplink) refers to the communication link from access
terminals to base stations. This communication link can
be established via a single-in-single-out, multiple-in-sin-
gle-out or a multiple-in-multiple-out (MIMO) system.
[0005] Wireless communication systems oftentimes
employ one or more base stations that provide a cover-
age area. A typical base station can transmit multiple
data streams for broadcast, multicast and/or unicast
services, wherein a data stream may be a stream of data
that can be of independent reception interest to an access
terminal. An access terminal within the coverage area of
such base station can be employed to receive one, more
than one, or all the data streams carried by the composite
stream. Likewise, an access terminal can transmit data
to the base station or another access terminal.
[0006] Base stations can communicate link assign-

ment blocks (LABs) over the downlink. Each LAB can
provide assignment related information to particular ac-
cess terminal(s). Conventionally, an access terminal de-
codes each LAB communicated via the downlink from a
base station to identify a subset of LABs intended for that
particular access terminal. However, a large number of
the decoded LABs can be directed towards disparate ac-
cess terminal(s); accordingly, significant resource ex-
penditures (e.g., time, processor cycles, ...) can be out-
laid by the access terminal when employing common
techniques where all or most of the LABs transferred from
the base station are decoded. These resource expendi-
tures can impact access terminal performance such as,
for example, by diminishing a data rate utilized in con-
nection with decoding data actually directed to a partic-
ular access terminal.

SUMMARY

[0007] The following presents a simplified summary of
one or more embodiments in order to provide a basic
understanding of such embodiments. This summary is
not an extensive overview of all contemplated embodi-
ments, and is intended to neither identify key or critical
elements of all embodiments nor delineate the scope of
any or all embodiments. Its sole purpose is to present
some concepts of one or more embodiments in a simpli-
fied form as a prelude to the more detailed description
that is presented later.
[0008] In accordance with one or more embodiments
and corresponding disclosure thereof, various aspects
are described in connection with facilitating assignment
of indices to link assignment blocks (LABs) communicat-
ed via a downlink. Indices in a first subset are allocated
to shared LABs, which are decoded by a plurality of ac-
cess terminals. Indices in a second subset are assigned
to unshared LABs, which are each intended for a partic-
ular recipient access terminal. Assignment of an index
for each unshared LAB can be based upon a hash of an
identifier corresponding to an intended recipient access
terminal and/or access terminal capabilities. Moreover,
an access terminal can decode LABs based upon corre-
sponding indices. LABs with indices in a first range can
be identified as shared LABs and decoded. Further, the
access terminal can determine a second range of indices
corresponding to unshared LABs to decode; the second
range of indices includes fewer than all indices corre-
sponding to unshared LABs in a frame sent by a base
station.
[0009] According to related aspects, a method that fa-
cilitates sending frames that include control messages
in a wireless communication environment is described
herein. The method can include assigning indices to a
set of control messages. Further, the method can com-
prise restricting transmission of respective subsets of the
control messages to respective, intended recipient ac-
cess terminals based on the indices.
[0010] Another aspect relates to a wireless communi-
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cations apparatus. The wireless communications appa-
ratus can include a memory that retains instructions re-
lated to assigning indices to a set of control messages
and restricting transmission of respective subsets of the
control messages to respective, intended recipient ac-
cess terminals based on the indices. Further, the wireless
communications apparatus can include a processor,
coupled to the memory, configured to execute the instruc-
tions retained in the memory.
[0011] Yet another aspect relates to a wireless com-
munications apparatus that enables assigning indices to
link assignment blocks (LABs) and organizing LABs
based thereupon in a wireless communication environ-
ment. The wireless communications apparatus can in-
clude means for allocating indices to shared LABs. Fur-
ther, the wireless communications apparatus can include
means for allotting indices to unshared LABs based upon
access terminal capabilities and hashes of identifiers of
respective, intended recipient access terminals. Moreo-
ver, the wireless communications apparatus can com-
prise means for sending the shared LABs and the un-
shared LABs organized based on the assigned indices.
[0012] Still another aspect relates to a machine-read-
able medium having stored thereon machine-executable
instructions for assigning indices to a set of control mes-
sages; and restricting transmission of respective subsets
of the control messages to respective, intended recipient
access terminals based on the indices.
[0013] In accordance with another aspect, an appara-
tus in a wireless communication system can include a
processor, wherein the processor can be configured to
assign indices to a set of control messages. Moreover,
the processor can be configured to restrict transmission
of respective subsets of the control messages to respec-
tive, intended recipient access terminals based on the
indices.
[0014] According to other aspects, a method that facil-
itates decoding a subset of control messages in a wire-
less communication environment is described herein.
The method can include receiving a set of indexed control
messages. Moreover, the method can include decoding
a subset of the indexed control messages identified
based upon corresponding indices.
[0015] Yet another aspect relates to a wireless com-
munications apparatus that can include a memory that
retains instructions related to obtaining a set of indexed
control messages and decoding a subset of the indexed
control messages identified based upon corresponding
indices. Further, the wireless communications apparatus
can comprise a processor, coupled to the memory, con-
figured to execute the instructions retained in the mem-
ory.
[0016] Another aspect relates to a wireless communi-
cations apparatus that enables decoding a subset of re-
ceived link assignment blocks (LABs) in a wireless com-
munication environment. The wireless communications
apparatus can include means for demodulating shared
LABs recognized based upon a first range of indices.

Further, the wireless communications apparatus can
comprise means for identifying a second range of indices
based on a hash of an access terminal identifier and an
access terminal capability measure. Moreover, the wire-
less communications apparatus can include means for
demodulating unshared LABs recognized based upon
the second range of indices.
[0017] Still another aspect relates to a machine-read-
able medium having stored thereon machine-executable
instructions for receiving a set of indexed control mes-
sages, and decoding a subset of the indexed control mes-
sages identified based upon corresponding indices.
[0018] In accordance with another aspect, an appara-
tus in a wireless communication system can include a
processor, wherein the processor can be configured to
obtain a set of indexed control messages. Further, the
processor can be configured to decode a subset of the
indexed control messages identified based upon corre-
sponding indices.
[0019] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and re-
lated ends, the one or more embodiments comprise the
features hereinafter fully described and particularly point-
ed out in the claims. The following description and the
annexed drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative
aspects of the one or more embodiments. These aspects
are indicative, however, of but a few of the various ways
in which the principles of various embodiments can be
employed and the described embodiments are intended
to include all such aspects and their equivalents.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

FIG. 1 is an illustration of a wireless communication
system in accordance with various aspects set forth
herein.
FIG. 2 is an illustration of an example system that
indexes link assignment blocks (LABs) to enable di-
recting the LABs to particular access terminals.
FIG. 3 is an illustration of an example system that
organizes link assignment blocks (LABs) within LAB
segments for transfer in a wireless communication
environment.
FIG. 4 is an illustration of an example methodology
that facilitates sending frames that include control
messages in a wireless communication environ-
ment.
FIG. 5 is an illustration of an example methodology
that facilitates sending frames that include shared
and unshared link assignment blocks (LABs) in a
wireless communication environment.
FIG. 6 is an illustration of an example methodology
that facilitates decoding a subset of control messag-
es in a wireless communication environment.
FIG. 7 is an illustration of an example methodology
that facilitates decoding a subset of link assignment
blocks (LABs) in a wireless communication environ-
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ment.
FIG. 8 is an illustration of an example access terminal
that facilitates utilizing indexed link assignment
blocks (LABs) in a wireless communication system.
FIG. 9 is an illustration of an example system that
facilitates indexing link assignment blocks (LABs) in
a wireless communication environment.
FIG. 10 is an illustration of an example wireless net-
work environment that can be employed in conjunc-
tion with the various systems and methods described
herein.
FIG. 11 is an illustration of an example system that
enables assigning indices to link assignment blocks
(LABs) and organizing LABs based thereupon in a
wireless communication environment.
FIG. 12 is an illustration of an example system that
enables decoding a subset of received link assign-
ment blocks (LABs) in a wireless communication en-
vironment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] Various embodiments are now described with
reference to the drawings, wherein like reference numer-
als are used to refer to like elements throughout. In the
following description, for purposes of explanation, nu-
merous specific details are set forth in order to provide
a thorough understanding of one or more embodiments.
It may be evident, however, that such embodiment(s)
may be practiced without these specific details. In other
instances, well-known structures and devices are shown
in block diagram form in order to facilitate describing one
or more embodiments.
[0022] As used in this application, the terms "compo-
nent," "module," "system," and the like are intended to
refer to a computer-related entity, either hardware,
firmware, a combination of hardware and software, soft-
ware, or software in execution. For example, a compo-
nent can be, but is not limited to being, a process running
on a processor, a processor, an object, an executable,
a thread of execution, a program, and/or a computer. By
way of illustration, both an application running on a com-
puting device and the computing device can be a com-
ponent. One or more components can reside within a
process and/or thread of execution and a component can
be localized on one computer and/or distributed between
two or more computers. In addition, these components
can execute from various computer readable media hav-
ing various data structures stored thereon. The compo-
nents can communicate by way of local and/or remote
processes such as in accordance with a signal having
one or more data packets (e.g., data from one component
interacting with another component in a local system,
distributed system, and/or across a network such as the
Internet with other systems by way of the signal).
[0023] Furthermore, various embodiments are de-
scribed herein in connection with an access terminal. An
access terminal can also be called a system, subscriber

unit, subscriber station, mobile station, mobile, remote
station, remote terminal, mobile device, user terminal,
terminal, wireless communication device, user agent, us-
er device, or user equipment (UE). An access terminal
can be a cellular telephone, a cordless telephone, a Ses-
sion Initiation Protocol (SIP) phone, a wireless local loop
(WLL) station, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a hand-
held device having wireless connection capability, com-
puting device, or other processing device connected to
a wireless modem. Moreover, various embodiments are
described herein in connection with a base station. A
base station can be utilized for communicating with ac-
cess terminal(s) and can also be referred to as an access
point, Node B, or some other terminology.
[0024] Moreover, various aspects or features de-
scribed herein can be implemented as a method, appa-
ratus, or article of manufacture using standard program-
ming and/or engineering techniques. The term "article of
manufacture" as used herein is intended to encompass
a computer program accessible from any computer-read-
able device, carrier, or media. For example, computer-
readable media can include but are not limited to mag-
netic storage devices (e.g., hard disk, floppy disk, mag-
netic strips, etc.), optical disks (e.g., compact disk (CD),
digital versatile disk (DVD), etc.), smart cards, and flash
memory devices (e.g., EPROM, card, stick, key drive,
etc.). Additionally, various storage media described here-
in can represent one or more devices and/or other ma-
chine-readable media for storing information. The term
"machine-readable medium" can include, without being
limited to, wireless channels and various other media ca-
pable of storing, containing, and/or carrying instruction(s)
and/or data.
[0025] Referring now to Fig. 1, a wireless communica-
tion system 100 is illustrated in accordance with various
embodiments presented herein. System 100 comprises
a base station 102 that can include multiple antenna
groups. For example, one antenna group can include an-
tennas 104 and 106, another group can comprise anten-
nas 108 and 110, and an additional group can include
antennas 112 and 114. Two antennas are illustrated for
each antenna group; however, more or fewer antennas
can be utilized for each group. Base station 102 can ad-
ditionally include a transmitter chain and a receiver chain,
each of which can in turn comprise a plurality of compo-
nents associated with signal transmission and reception
(e.g., processors, modulators, multiplexers, demodula-
tors, demultiplexers, antennas, etc.), as will be appreci-
ated by one skilled in the art.
[0026] Base station 102 can communicate with one or
more access terminals such as access terminal 116 and
access terminal 122; however, it is to be appreciated that
base station 102 can communicate with substantially any
number of access terminals similar to access terminals
116 and 122. Access terminals 116 and 122 can be, for
example, cellular phones, smart phones, laptops, hand-
held communication devices, handheld computing de-
vices, satellite radios, global positioning systems, PDAs,
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and/or any other suitable device for communicating over
wireless communication system 100. As depicted, ac-
cess terminal 116 is in communication with antennas 112
and 114, where antennas 112 and 114 transmit informa-
tion to access terminal 116 over a forward link 118 and
receive information from access terminal 116 over a re-
verse link 120. Moreover, access terminal 122 is in com-
munication with antennas 104 and 106, where antennas
104 and 106 transmit information to access terminal 122
over a forward link 124 and receive information from ac-
cess terminal 122 over a reverse link 126. In a frequency
division duplex (FDD) system, forward link 118 can utilize
a different frequency band than that used by reverse link
120, and forward link 124 can employ a different frequen-
cy band than that employed by reverse link 126, for ex-
ample. Further, in a time division duplex (TDD) system,
forward link 118 and reverse link 120 can utilize a com-
mon frequency band and forward link 124 and reverse
link 126 can utilize a common frequency band.
[0027] Each group of antennas and/or the area in
which they are designated to communicate can be re-
ferred to as a sector of base station 102. For example,
antenna groups can be designed to communicate to ac-
cess terminals in a sector of the areas covered by base
station 102. In communication over forward links 118 and
124, the transmitting antennas of base station 102 can
utilize beamforming to improve signal-to-noise ratio of
forward links 118 and 124 for access terminals 116 and
122. Also, while base station 102 utilizes beamforming
to transmit to access terminals 116 and 122 scattered
randomly through an associated coverage, access ter-
minals in neighboring cells can be subject to less inter-
ference as compared to a base station transmitting
through a single antenna to all its access terminals.
[0028] Base station 102 can transmit a plurality of link
assignment blocks (LABs) (e.g., link assignment mes-
sages (LAMs), ...) over the forward link. A subset of the
LABs can be shared LABs, which are messages that
each access terminal 116, 122 in the geographic area
covered by base station 102 are to decode and/or de-
modulate; the remainder of the LABs can be individual
LABs (e.g., unshared LABs) that are each intended for
a respective one of access terminals 116, 122. Thus,
each access terminal 116, 122 in the geographic area
covered by base station 102 can be the intended recipient
of a subset of the LABs sent by base station 102.
[0029] A particular access terminal 116, 122 can dis-
cern whether a LAB is intended for that particular access
terminal 116, 122 by decoding the LAB. For instance, the
particular access terminal 116, 122 can decode a LAB
and determine an identifier associated therewith (e.g.,
the LAB can be scrambled with the identifier of an access
terminal 116, 122 to which the LAB is intended, which
may or may not be the particular access terminal 116,
122 decoding the LAB). If the identifier associated with
the LAB matches an identifier of the particular access
terminal 116, 122 that decodes the LAB, then the partic-
ular access terminal 116, 122 can further employ the con-

tent of the LAB (e.g., implement assignment information
included in the LAB, transmit and/or receive according
to the assignment information, ...). Rather than the par-
ticular access terminal 116, 122 decoding all or most of
the LABs in the set (e.g., set of LABs transmitted in a
physical (PHY) frame) sent by base station 102, a subset
of the LABs can be decoded by the particular access
terminal 116, 122; similarly, other access terminals 116,
122 can also decode respective subsets of the LABs
transferred from base station 102. Accordingly, base sta-
tion 102 can determine which subset of LABs will be de-
coded by each access terminal 116, 122. Moreover, base
station 102 can direct LAB(s) to particular access termi-
nal(s) 116, 122 by transferring the LAB(s) within the iden-
tified subset corresponding to the particular access ter-
minal(s) 116, 122 (e.g., as a function of index assign-
ments).
[0030] LABs transmitted by base station 102 can be
forward link assignment blocks and/or reverse link as-
signment blocks. Forward link assignment blocks are
messages that inform access terminals 116, 122 about
modifications of resources used for communication on
the forward link. Further, reverse link assignment blocks
are messages that inform access terminals 116, 122
about modifications of resources used for communica-
tion on the reverse link. For instance, a LAB can inform
a particular access terminal 116, 122 to employ a spec-
ified bandwidth for communication via the forward link or
reverse link. Moreover, the LAB can indicate a packet
format to be employed for such communication over the
specified bandwidth. Further, each LAB can include an
identifier that uniquely corresponds to a particular access
terminal 116, 122 (e.g., the identifier can be encoded in
the LAB). According to an example, the identifier can be
a Media Access Control Identifier (MACID) of a particular
access terminal 116, 122. Pursuant to another illustra-
tion, the identifier can be a broadcast MACID, in which
case the LAB that includes the broadcast MACID can be
demodulated by all access terminals 116, 122 in the sec-
tor.
[0031] Now referring to Fig. 2, illustrated is system 200
that indexes link assignment blocks (LABs) to enable di-
recting the LABs to particular access terminals. System
200 includes a base station 202 that can communicate
with one or more access terminals (e.g., an access ter-
minal 1 204, ..., an access terminal N 206, where N can
be any integer). Base station 202 can transmit shared
LABs and/or unshared LABs over the forward link to ac-
cess terminal(s) 204-206. According to an illustration,
base station 202 can send a set of LABs over a Shared
Control Channel (SCCH). Moreover, based upon the
content (e.g., assignment related information) of the
LABs, forward link and/or reverse link communication
can be effectuated between access terminal(s) 204-206
to which the LABs are directed and base station 202.
[0032] Base station 202 can further include a shared
LAB indexer 208, an unshared LAB indexer 210, and a
LAB transmitter 212. LABs transmitted by LAB transmit-
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ter 212 in each frame can be indexed by shared LAB
indexer 208 and/or unshared LAB indexer 210. Shared
LAB indexer 208 can index each shared LAB and un-
shared LAB indexer 210 can index each unshared LAB.
By way of illustration, the indices can be utilized to order
a sequence of LABs (e.g., shared LABs and unshared
LABs) included in a frame. Moreover, it is contemplated
that a common LAB indexer (not shown) can be utilized
in place of the separate shared LAB indexer 208 and
unshared LAB indexer 210; the common LAB indexer
can index both shared LAB(s) and unshared LAB(s). Af-
ter being indexed, LABs can be sent from base station
202 to access terminals 204-206 by LAB transmitter 212.
[0033] LABs transferred in each frame by LAB trans-
mitter 212 can be indexed according to various rules im-
plemented by shared LAB indexer 208 and unshared
LAB indexer 210. A total number of LABs that can be
transmitted in one physical (PHY) frame by LAB trans-
mitter 212 can be referred to as MaxNumLABs (e.g.,
MaxNumQPSKLABs, ...). Moreover, each LAB in each
PHY frame can be assigned an index by shared LAB
indexer 208 and/or unshared LAB indexer 210. A subset
of the total number of LABs included in a frame can be
shared LABs, which are directed towards every access
terminal 204-206 in the coverage area of base station
202 for decoding. Accordingly, each access terminal
204-206 can decode the shared LABs. The number of
shared LABs can be referred to as MaxNumSharedLABs.
[0034] Pursuant to an example, shared LAB indexer
208 and unshared LAB indexer 210 can index LABs in a
set f, where f = 0, ..., MaxNumLABs-1. The set f can in-
clude two subsets: a first subset for shared LABs and a
second subset for individual LABs (e.g., unshared LABs).
Shared LAB indexer 208 can allocate indices of shared
LABs in the first subset; the indices for the shared LABs
can be f = 0, ..., MaxNumSharedLABs-1. The second
subset can have indices allotted by unshared LAB index-
er 210; the indices for the second subset can be f =
MaxNumSharedLABs, ..., MaxNumLABs. Further, un-
shared LAB indexer 210 can divide indices in the second
subset based upon capabilities of access terminal(s)
204-206. Access terminal capabilities (e.g., access ter-
minal capability measure, ...) can set forth a number of
LABs to be decoded by a particular access terminal (e.g.,
all access terminals 204-206 can decode a similar
number of LABs, all access terminals 204-206 can de-
code differing numbers of LABs, at least two access ter-
minals 204-206 can decode a similar number of LABs
while at least one other access terminal 204-206 decodes
a differing number of LABs, ...). For instance, access ter-
minal capabilities can be defined according to a capability
protocol (e.g., retained in memory, ...). By way of another
illustration, capabilities of access terminal(s) 204-206
can be communicated to unshared LAB indexer 210
(e.g., from access terminal(s) 204-206, a disparate base
station, a network, ...).
[0035] The maximum number of individual LABs that
one access terminal (e.g., access terminal 1 204, ..., ac-

cess terminal N 206) can decode can be referred to as
MaxNumIndivLABDec. Further, each access terminal
204-206 can be associated with a corresponding MACID;
base station 202 can allocate MACIDs to access termi-
nals 204-206 (e.g., MACIDs can be allotted by base sta-
tion 202 as part of access grant messages sent to access
terminal 204-206). The MACID, for instance, can be a
sector-specific access terminal identifier. Unshared LAB
indexer 210 can assign indices to LABs intended for par-
ticular access terminals 204-206 as a function of MACIDs
of the particular access terminals 204-206. Thus, individ-
ual LABs intended for a specific access terminal (e.g.,
access terminal 1 204, ...) with MACID m can be allotted
indices based upon a hash of the MACID as follows:
MaxNumSharedLABs+fHASH(MACID), ..., MaxNum-
SharedLABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-
1)mod(MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs). Accord-
ing to an illustration, a particular LAB (e.g., unshared
LAB) can be directed towards a particular access termi-
nal (e.g., access terminal 1 204) assigned MACID 0. It
is to be appreciated, however, that the claimed subject
matter is not limited to sending the unshared LAB to ac-
cess terminal 1 204 or that access terminal 1 204 is as-
signed MACID 0. Further, the hash of MACID 0 can be
0. Thus, access terminal 1 204 can decode LABs with
indices from MaxNumSharedLABs to its capability (e.g.,
MaxNumIndivLABDec) plus MaxNumSharedLABs,
where the capability is the number of LABs that access
terminal 1 204 can decode. Hence, unshared LAB index-
er 210 can allot an index for the particular LAB within
such range (e.g., MaxNumSharedLABs, ..., MaxNu-
mIndivLABDec+MaxNumSharedLABs) when directing
the particular LAB to access terminal 1 204. Moreover,
LAB transmitter 212 can send the particular LAB (and/or
any other LABs) with corresponding indexing via the for-
ward link.
[0036] Each access terminal 204-206 can further in-
clude a shared LAB decoder (e.g., access terminal 1 204
can include a shared LAB decoder 1 214, ..., access ter-
minal N can include a shared LAB decoder N 216) and
an unshared LAB subset decoder (e.g., access terminal
1 204 can include an unshared LAB subset decoder 1
218, ... access terminal N 206 can include an unshared
LAB subset decoder N 220). Shared LAB decoders
214-216 can decode shared LABs obtained from base
station 202. More particularly, shared LAB decoders
214-216 can identify LABs with indices from 0 to Max-
NumSharedLABs-1 as being shared LABs. Further,
shared LAB decoders 214-216 can decode the LABs
identified to be shared LABs based upon evaluation of
the associated indices. Hence, every access terminal
204-206 in a geographic area covered by base station
202 can decode a number (e.g., MaxNumSharedLABs)
of shared LABs.
[0037] Unshared LAB subset decoders 218-220 can
decode respective subsets of unshared LABs. According
to an example, unshared LAB subset decoder 1 218 can
identify a subset of unshared LABs to decode for access
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terminal 1 204 based upon capabilities of access terminal
1 204 (e.g., number of unshared LABs to be decoded by
access terminal 1 204 which can be referred to as Max-
NumIndivLABDec) and a hash function of a MACID cor-
responding to access terminal 1 204. For instance, un-
shared LAB subset decoder 1 218 can determine a range
of LAB indices as a function of the capabilities and the
hash of the MACID; the range can extend for a maximum
number of unshared LABs that can be decoded by access
terminal 1 204. Moreover, unshared LAB subset decoder
1 218 can decode LABs with indices that fall within the
determined range. Further, upon being decoded, un-
shared LAB subset decoder 1 214 (and/or access termi-
nal 1 204 in general) can evaluate whether the decoded
LAB includes the MACID of access terminal 1 204 (e.g.,
the MACID of access terminal 1 204 is encoded in this
LAB). If the MACID is included in the LAB, then access
terminal 1 204 can utilize contents of the LAB; otherwise,
if the LAB fails to include the MACID of access terminal
1 204, the LAB can be discarded without being employed.
By decoding a subset of unshared LABs rather than all
or most unshared LABs as oftentimes occurs with con-
ventional techniques, access terminal 1 204 can con-
serve resources for decoding data directed thereto rather
than decoding a large number of LABs unintended for
access terminal 1 204. Although the foregoing describes
unshared LAB subset decoder 1 218 and access terminal
1 204, it is to be appreciated that any other unshared
LAB subset decoder (e.g., unshared LAB subset decoder
N 220, ...) and/or access terminal (e.g., access terminal
N 206) can be substantially similar.
[0038] Turning to Fig. 3, illustrated is a system 300 that
organizes link assignment blocks (LABs) within LAB seg-
ments for transfer in a wireless communication environ-
ment. System 300 includes base station 202 which can
further comprise shared LAB indexer 208, unshared LAB
indexer 210, and LAB transmitter 212 as described
above. Further, system 300 includes an access terminal
302 (e.g., access terminal 1 204 of Fig. 2, access terminal
N 206 of Fig. 2, ...); although one access terminal 302 is
depicted, it is contemplated that system 300 can include
any number of access terminals similar to access termi-
nal 302. Access terminal 302 can additionally include a
shared LAB decoder 304 (e.g., shared LAB decoder 1
214 of Fig. 2, shared LAB decoder N 216 of Fig. 2, ...)
and an unshared LAB subset decoder 306 (e.g., un-
shared LAB subset decoder 1218 of Fig. 2, unshared
LAB subset decoder N 220 of Fig. 2, ...).
[0039] Base station 202 can also include a LAB seg-
ment assigner 308 that allocates each LAB to a corre-
sponding LAB segment. According to an illustration, LAB
segment assigner 308 can operate in conjunction with
unshared LAB indexer 210 to determine indices to allo-
cate to unshared LABs to enable organizing such un-
shared LABs within LAB segments. A LAB segment is
an OFDM resource (e.g., time/frequency resource) upon
which one or more LABs are communicated. LAB seg-
ment assigner 308 groups LABs intended for a common

recipient (e.g., access terminal 302, ...) into a common
LAB segment. For example, unshared LABs directed for
access terminal 302 can be assembled together and as-
signed to one LAB segment (or more than one LAB seg-
ment) by LAB segment assigner 308; thus, access ter-
minal 302 can obtain all unshared LABs directed to ac-
cess terminal 302 upon this LAB segment. LAB segment
assigner 308 can minimize a number of LAB segments
utilized to send unshared LABs to access terminal 302.
Hence, a number of channel estimations associated with
LAB segments performed by access terminal 302 can be
reduced while decoding the LABs.
[0040] Access terminal 302 can further include a hash
evaluator 310. Hash evaluator 310 analyzes a hash func-
tion based upon a MACID of access terminal 302 while
minimizing a number of LAB segments which are utilized
for receiving LABs transmitted from base station 202. For
example, hash evaluator 310 adjusts an output of the
hash function to align the indices of unshared LABs in a
minimum number of LAB segments. Further, hash eval-
uator 310 can have a priori knowledge of a manner by
which LAB segment assigner 308 allots unshared LABs
to LAB segments.
[0041] The following provides an example technique
that can be implemented by LAB segment assigner 308
to allocate LABs to LAB segments. LAB segment assign-
er 308 can assign LABs to LAB segments for access
terminal 302 and/or any number of disparate access ter-
minals (not shown). Further, hash evaluator 310 can em-
ploy this technique to discern which LABs obtained from
base station 202 to decode. For instance, if a MACID of
access terminal 302 hashes to a range of indices that
spread across two LAB segments, the hash function can
be changed to allow for all LABs to fall in one LAB seg-
ment.
[0042] According to this example, access terminal 302
can decode forward link Shared Control Channel (F-
SCCH) blocks (i,j) with the value of i in the range 0, ...,
min(MaxNumSharedLABs, MaxSCCHDecodedBlocks)-
1. The j index can be 0 for a large LAB, 0 or 1 for smaller
LABs if two LABs are sent in a LAB slot, and so forth.
Moreover, if MaxSCCHDecodedBlocks > MaxNum-
SharedLABs and MaxNumQPSKLABs > MaxNum-
SharedLABs, then S(MACID) can be defined according
to the following. A total number of LABs that are not
shared can be referred to as MaxNumUnsharedLABs,
which can equal a maximum number of LABs (e.g., Max-
NumQPSKLABs) minus a maximum number of shared
LABs (e.g., MaxNumSharedLABs). Further, b =
fPHY-HASH(MACID) mod MaxNumUnsharedLABs. Addi-
tionally, x = min(MaxSCCHDecodedBlocks-MaxNum-
SharedLABs, MaxNumUnsharedLABs). LK can be de-
fined to be a total number of LABs excluding shared LABs
that are contained in LAB segments with indices k or less.
For instance, a common segment can have index 0 and
a first LAB segment can have an index 1; however, the
claimed subject matter is not so limited. A Physical Layer
Protocol can specify the notion of common segment and
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LAB segment and a number of LABs in each segment.
Additionally, s can be a maximum integer that satisfies
Ls-1<b.
[0043] If b+x-1<Ls, then S(MACID) can be defined to
equal {b, ..., b+x-1}. If x≤Ls-Ls-1 and b+x-1≥Ls, then
S(MACID) can be defined as follows: for odd values of
MACID, S(MACID) = {Ls-1, ..., Ls-1+x-1}; else, S(MACID)
= {Ls-x, ..., Ls-1}. If x>Ls-Ls-1 and b+x-1<MaxNumUn-
sharedLABs, then S(MACID) can be defined to equal
{b, ..., b+x-1}. If x>Ls-Ls-1 and b+x-1≥MaxNumUnshared-
LABs, then S(MACID) = {b, ..., MaxNumUnsharedLABs-
1}∪{0, 1, ..., x-1-(MaxNumUnsharedLABs-b)}. Accord-
ingly, access terminal 302 (e.g., shared LAB decoder 304
and/or unshared LAB subset decoder 306 based upon
an evaluation yielded by hash evaluator 310) can decode
F-SCCH blocks (MaxNumSharedLABs+i,j) with the val-
ue of i belonging to S(MACID) as set forth above.
[0044] Referring to Figs. 4-7, methodologies relating
to utilizing indices for LABs to optimize resource utiliza-
tion in a wireless communication environment are illus-
trated. While, for purposes of simplicity of explanation,
the methodologies are shown and described as a series
of acts, it is to be understood and appreciated that the
methodologies are not limited by the order of acts, as
some acts can, in accordance with one or more embod-
iments, occur in different orders and/or concurrently with
other acts from that shown and described herein. For
example, those skilled in the art will understand and ap-
preciate that a methodology could alternatively be rep-
resented as a series of interrelated states or events, such
as in a state diagram. Moreover, not all illustrated acts
can be required to implement a methodology in accord-
ance with one or more embodiments.
[0045] Turning to Fig. 4, illustrated is a methodology
that facilitates sending frames that include control mes-
sages in a wireless communication environment. At 402,
indices can be assigned to a set of control messages.
For instance, the control messages can be link assign-
ment blocks (LABs). Moreover, the set of control mes-
sages can include shared LABs and unshared LABs. At
404, transmission of respective subsets of the control
messages can be restricted to respective, intended re-
cipient access terminals based on the indices. According
to an illustration, the assigned indices can be utilized to
direct a particular subset of control messages to a par-
ticular intended recipient access terminal. Moreover,
each subset of control messages can be restricted to a
subset of time-frequency resource groups (e.g., tiles) al-
located to the set of control segments.
[0046] With reference to Fig. 5, illustrated is a meth-
odology 500 that facilitates sending frames that include
shared and unshared link assignment blocks (LABs) in
a wireless communication environment. At 502, indices
can be assigned to shared LABs in a frame. Shared LABs
are intended to be decoded by access terminals in a sec-
tor. For instance, shared LABs can be allotted indices
from 0 to MaxNumSharedLABs-1. At 504, indices can be
assigned to unshared LABs in the frame as a function of

hashes of identifiers corresponding to respective, intend-
ed recipient access terminals. An unshared LAB (e.g.,
individual LAB, ...) is a LAB directed to a particular recip-
ient access terminal (rather than a group of intended re-
cipient access terminals). According to an illustration, the
identifier can be a MACID. Further, the indices can be
assigned to the unshared LABs based upon access ter-
minal capabilities (e.g., number of unshared LABs that
can be decoded by each access terminal in a given frame,
MaxNumIndivLABDec, ...). By way of another example,
hashes of identifiers can be adjusted to optimize index
assignment for the unshared LABs; namely, the index
assignment can be altered based upon the adjusted
hashes to minimize a number of LAB segments upon
which unshared LABs directed to a common access ter-
minal are communicated. At 506, the frame that includes
the shared LABs and the unshared LABs ordered ac-
cording to the assigned indices can be transmitted. For
instance, the frame can be communicated via a forward
link Shared Control Channel (F-SCCH); however, the
claimed subject matter is not so limited. Moreover, the
shared LABs and/or the unshared LABs can provide as-
signment related information (e.g., related to bandwidths
to be utilized, packet formats to employ with such
bandwidths, ...) to recipient access terminals. Thus, for-
ward link and/or reverse link communication can be ef-
fectuated based upon the transmitted shared LABs and
unshared LABs.
[0047] Referring to Fig. 6, illustrated is a methodology
600 that facilitates decoding a subset of control messag-
es in a wireless communication environment. At 602, a
set of indexed control messages can be received. The
control messages, for instance, can be link assignment
blocks (LABs). Moreover, shared LABs and/or unshared
LABs can be obtained. At 604, a subset of the indexed
control messages identified based upon corresponding
indices can be decoded. The corresponding indices can
be determined based upon a hash of an identifier of a
recipient access terminal and/or capabilities of the recip-
ient access terminal. Moreover, the subset of decoded
control messages can be restricted to a subset of time-
frequency resource groups (e.g., tiles) allocated to the
set of indexed control messages.
[0048] Now turning to Fig. 7, illustrated is a methodol-
ogy 700 that facilitates decoding a subset of link assign-
ment blocks (LABs) in a wireless communication envi-
ronment. At 702, a frame that includes indexed LABs can
be received at an access terminal. The indexed LABs
can include shared LABs and unshared LABs (e.g., in-
dividual LABs, ...). Moreover, indices associated with
each of the LABs in the frame can be discerned (e.g.,
the LABs can be indexed by f = 0, ..., MaxNumLABs-1).
At 704, shared LABs identified based upon a first range
of indices can be decoded. The shared LABs can be de-
coded by the access terminal as well as other access
terminals in a common sector. Further, the first range of
indices can be from 0 to a maximum number of shared
LABs minus 1 (e.g., 0, ..., MaxNumSharedLABs-1). At
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706, a second range of indices can be determined based
at least in part upon a hash of an identifier corresponding
to the access terminal. The second range of indices can
include fewer than all indices corresponding to unshared
LABs in the frame. The identifier can be, for example, a
MACID of the access terminal. Moreover, the second
range of indices can be generated based upon capabil-
ities of the access terminal (e.g., number of unshared
LABs that can be decoded by the access terminal in a
given frame, MaxNumIndivLABDec, ...). Accordingly, the
second range of indices can be
MaxNumSharedLABs+fHASH(MACID), ..., MaxNum-
SharedLABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndividLABDec-
1) mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs). By way
of another illustration, the hash of the identifier can be
adjusted to manipulate the second range of indices. Fol-
lowing this illustration, the manipulation of the second
range of indices can enable unshared LABs to be ob-
tained upon a minimized number of LAB segments (e.g.,
one LAB segment, two LAB segments, ...), where a LAB
segment is an OFDM resource. At 708, unshared LABs
identified based upon the second range of indices can
be decoded. For example, upon being decoded, an iden-
tifier incorporated in an unshared LAB (e.g., indicating
an intended recipient access terminal) can be recognized
and compared to the identifier corresponding to the ac-
cess terminal. If the identifiers match, then the access
terminal can employ the contents of the LAB; otherwise,
the access terminal can ignore the contents of the LAB.
[0049] It will be appreciated that, in accordance with
one or more aspects described herein, inferences can
be made regarding employing indices for communicating
LABs. As used herein, the term to "infer" or "inference"
refers generally to the process of reasoning about or in-
ferring states of the system, environment, and/or user
from a set of observations as captured via events and/or
data. Inference can be employed to identify a specific
context or action, or can generate a probability distribu-
tion over states, for example. The inference can be prob-
abilistic-that is, the computation of a probability distribu-
tion over states of interest based on a consideration of
data and events. Inference can also refer to techniques
employed for composing higher-level events from a set
of events and/or data. Such inference results in the con-
struction of new events or actions from a set of observed
events and/or stored event data, whether or not the
events are correlated in close temporal proximity, and
whether the events and data come from one or several
event and data sources.
[0050] According to an example, one or more methods
presented above can include making inferences pertain-
ing to selecting indices to assign to LABs. By way of fur-
ther illustration, an inference can be made related to de-
termining how to optimize LABs intended for particular
recipients within LAB segments. It will be appreciated
that the foregoing examples are illustrative in nature and
are not intended to limit the number of inferences that
can be made or the manner in which such inferences are

made in conjunction with the various embodiments
and/or methods described herein.
[0051] Fig. 8 is an illustration of an access terminal
800 that facilitates utilizing indexed link assignment
blocks (LABs) in a wireless communication system. Ac-
cess terminal 800 comprises a receiver 802 that receives
a signal from, for instance, a receive antenna (not
shown), and performs typical actions thereon (e.g., filters,
amplifies, downconverts, etc.) the received signal and
digitizes the conditioned signal to obtain samples. Re-
ceiver 802 can be, for example, an MMSE receiver, and
can comprise a demodulator 804 that can demodulate
received symbols and provide them to a processor 806
for channel estimation. Processor 806 can be a proces-
sor dedicated to analyzing information received by re-
ceiver 802 and/or generating information for transmis-
sion by a transmitter 816, a processor that controls one
or more components of access terminal 800, and/or a
processor that both analyzes information received by re-
ceiver 802, generates information for transmission by
transmitter 816, and controls one or more components
of access terminal 800.
[0052] Access terminal 800 can additionally comprise
memory 808 that is operatively coupled to processor 806
and that can store data to be transmitted, received data,
identifier(s) assigned to access terminal 800, information
related to obtained LABs, and any other suitable infor-
mation for selecting whether to decode obtained LABs.
Memory 808 can additionally store protocols and/or al-
gorithms associated with deciphering whether to decode
LABs and/or utilize content of decoded LABs.
[0053] It will be appreciated that the data store (e.g.,
memory 808) described herein can be either volatile
memory or nonvolatile memory, or can include both vol-
atile and nonvolatile memory. By way of illustration, and
not limitation, nonvolatile memory can include read only
memory (ROM), programmable ROM (PROM), electri-
cally programmable ROM (EPROM), electrically erasa-
ble PROM (EEPROM), or flash memory. Volatile memory
can include random access memory (RAM), which acts
as external cache memory. By way of illustration and not
limitation, RAM is available in many forms such as syn-
chronous RAM (SRAM), dynamic RAM (DRAM), syn-
chronous DRAM (SDRAM), double data rate SDRAM
(DDR SDRAM), enhanced SDRAM (ESDRAM), Synch-
link DRAM (SLDRAM), and direct Rambus RAM (DR-
RAM). The memory 808 of the subject systems and meth-
ods is intended to comprise, without being limited to,
these and any other suitable types of memory.
[0054] Receiver 802 is further operatively coupled to
a shared LAB decoder 810 that decodes shared LABs
obtained by receiver 802. Shared LAB decoder 810 can
identify whether a LAB included in a received frame is a
shared LAB. For instance, shared LAB decoder 810 can
analyze an index associated with the LAB to decipher
whether the LAB is a shared LAB. Further, shared LAB
decoder 810 can employ decoded data included in the
shared LAB. Additionally, receiver 802 can be operatively
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coupled to an unshared LAB subset decoder 812 that
decodes unshared LABs obtained by receiver 802. Un-
shared LAB subset decoder 812 can determine a subset
of indices that correspond to access terminal 800 based
upon a hash function of an identifier related to access
terminal 800 and/or capabilities of access terminal 800.
Further, unshared LAB subset decoder 812 can decode
LABs (e.g., unshared LABs, individual LABs, ...) that cor-
respond to the subset of indices. Moreover, unshared
LAB subset decoder 812 can analyze content of each
decoded LAB to determine whether access terminal 800
is the intended recipient (e.g., by evaluating an identifier
scrambled in the LAB, ...). Access terminal 800 still fur-
ther comprises a modulator 814 and a transmitter 816
that transmits the signal to, for instance, a base station,
another access terminal, etc. Although depicted as being
separate from the processor 806, it is to be appreciated
that shared LAB decoder 810, unshared LAB subset de-
coder 812 and/or modulator 814 can be part of processor
806 or a number of processors (not shown).
[0055] Fig. 9 is an illustration of a system 900 that fa-
cilitates indexing link assignment blocks (LABs) in a wire-
less communication environment. System 900 compris-
es a base station 902 (e.g., access point, ...) with a re-
ceiver 910 that receives signal(s) from one or more ac-
cess terminals 904 through a plurality of receive anten-
nas 906, and a transmitter 922 that transmits to the one
or more access terminals 904 through a transmit antenna
908. Receiver 910 can receive information from receive
antennas 906 and is operatively associated with a de-
modulator 912 that demodulates received information.
Demodulated symbols are analyzed by a processor 914
that can be similar to the processor described above with
regard to Fig. 8, and which is coupled to a memory 916
that stores information related to access terminal identi-
fiers (e.g., MACIDs, ...), data to be transmitted to or re-
ceived from access terminal(s) 904 (or a disparate base
station (not shown)) (e.g., LABs, ...), and/or any other
suitable information related to performing the various ac-
tions and functions set forth herein. Processor 914 is fur-
ther coupled to a shared LAB indexer 918 that assigns
indices to a first subset of LABs (e.g., shared LABs) from
a frame, where LABs in the first subset are intended to
be shared amongst a plurality of access terminals 904.
[0056] Shared LAB indexer 818 can be operatively
coupled to an unshared LAB indexer 920 that assigns
indices to LABs (e.g., unshared LABs, individual
LABs, ...) in a second subset. Moreover, unshared LAB
indexer 920 can base an index assignment upon a hash
of an identifier (e.g., MACID, ...) corresponding to an in-
tended recipient access terminal from a plurality of ac-
cess terminals 904. Further, unshared LAB indexer 920
can consider capabilities of the intended recipient access
terminal when allotting the index. Further, unshared LAB
indexer 920 (and/or shared LAB indexer 818) can provide
a frame of LABs ordering according to corresponding in-
dices to a modulator 922. Modulator 922 can multiplex
the frame for transmission by a transmitter 926 through

antenna 908 to access terminal(s) 904. Although depict-
ed as being separate from the processor 914, it is to be
appreciated that shared LAB indexer 918, unshared LAB
indexer 920 and/or modulator 922 can be part of proc-
essor 914 or a number of processors (not shown).
[0057] Fig. 10 shows an example wireless communi-
cation system 1000. The wireless communication system
1000 depicts one base station 1010 and one access ter-
minal 1050 for sake of brevity. However, it is to be ap-
preciated that system 1000 can include more than one
base station and/or more than one access terminal,
wherein additional base stations and/or access terminals
can be substantially similar or different from example
base station 1010 and access terminal 1050 described
below. In addition, it is to be appreciated that base station
1010 and/or access terminal 1050 can employ the sys-
tems (Figs. 1-3, 8-9, and 11-12) and/or methods (Figs.
4-7) described herein to facilitate wireless communica-
tion there between.
[0058] At base station 1010, traffic data for a number
of data streams is provided from a data source 1012 to
a transmit (TX) data processor 1014. According to an
example, each data stream can be transmitted over a
respective antenna. TX data processor 1014 formats,
codes, and interleaves the traffic data stream based on
a particular coding scheme selected for that data stream
to provide coded data.
[0059] The coded data for each data stream can be
multiplexed with pilot data using orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) techniques. Additionally or
alternatively, the pilot symbols can be frequency division
multiplexed (FDM), time division multiplexed (TDM), or
code division multiplexed (CDM). The pilot data is typi-
cally a known data pattern that is processed in a known
manner and can be used at access terminal 1050 to es-
timate channel response. The multiplexed pilot and cod-
ed data for each data stream can be modulated (e.g.,
symbol mapped) based on a particular modulation
scheme (e.g., binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), quad-
rature phase-shift keying (QPSK), M-phase-shift keying
(M-PSK), M-quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM),
etc.) selected for that data stream to provide modulation
symbols. The data rate, coding, and modulation for each
data stream can be determined by instructions performed
or provided by processor 1030.
[0060] The modulation symbols for the data streams
can be provided to a TX MIMO processor 1020, which
can further process the modulation symbols (e.g., for
OFDM). TX MIMO processor 1020 then provides NT
modulation symbol streams to NT transmitters (TMTR)
1022a through 1022t. In various embodiments, TX MIMO
processor 1020 applies beamforming weights to the sym-
bols of the data streams and to the antenna from which
the symbol is being transmitted.
[0061] Each transmitter 1022 receives and processes
a respective symbol stream to provide one or more an-
alog signals, and further conditions (e.g., amplifies, fil-
ters, and upconverts) the analog signals to provide a
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modulated signal suitable for transmission over the MI-
MO channel. Further, NT modulated signals from trans-
mitters 1022a through 1022t are transmitted from NT an-
tennas 1024a through 1024t, respectively.
[0062] At access terminal 1050, the transmitted mod-
ulated signals are received by NR antennas 1052a
through 1052r and the received signal from each antenna
1052 is provided to a respective receiver (RCVR) 1054a
through 1054r. Each receiver 1054 conditions (e.g., fil-
ters, amplifies, and downconverts) a respective signal,
digitizes the conditioned signal to provide samples, and
further processes the samples to provide a correspond-
ing "received" symbol stream.
[0063] An RX data processor 1060 can receive and
process the NR received symbol streams from NR receiv-
ers 1054 based on a particular receiver processing tech-
nique to provide NT "detected" symbol streams. RX data
processor 1060 can demodulate, deinterleave, and de-
code each detected symbol stream to recover the traffic
data for the data stream. The processing by RX data
processor 1060 is complementary to that performed by
TX MIMO processor 1020 and TX data processor 1014
at base station 1010.
[0064] A processor 1070 can periodically determine
which available technology to utilize as discussed above.
Further, processor 1070 can formulate a reverse link
message comprising a matrix index portion and a rank
value portion.
[0065] The reverse link message can comprise various
types of information regarding the communication link
and/or the received data stream. The reverse link mes-
sage can be processed by a TX data processor 1038,
which also receives traffic data for a number of data
streams from a data source 1036, modulated by a mod-
ulator 1080, conditioned by transmitters 1054a through
1054r, and transmitted back to base station 1010.
[0066] At base station 1010, the modulated signals
from access terminal 1050 are received by antennas
1024, conditioned by receivers 1022, demodulated by a
demodulator 1040, and processed by a RX data proces-
sor 1042 to extract the reverse link message transmitted
by access terminal 1050. Further, processor 1030 can
process the extracted message to determine which pre-
coding matrix to use for determining the beamforming
weights.
[0067] Processors 1030 and 1070 can direct (e.g., con-
trol, coordinate, manage, etc.) operation at base station
1010 and access terminal 1050, respectively. Respective
processors 1030 and 1070 can be associated with mem-
ory 1032 and 1072 that store program codes and data.
Processors 1030 and 1070 can also perform computa-
tions to derive frequency and impulse response esti-
mates for the uplink and downlink, respectively.
[0068] It is to be understood that the embodiments de-
scribed herein can be implemented in hardware, soft-
ware, firmware, middleware, microcode, or any combi-
nation thereof. For a hardware implementation, the
processing units can be implemented within one or more

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital
signal processors (DSPs), digital signal processing de-
vices (DSPDs), programmable logic devices (PLDs),
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), processors,
controllers, micro-controllers, microprocessors, other
electronic units designed to perform the functions de-
scribed herein, or a combination thereof.
[0069] When the embodiments are implemented in
software, firmware, middleware or microcode, program
code or code segments, they can be stored in a machine-
readable medium, such as a storage component. A code
segment can represent a procedure, a function, a sub-
program, a program, a routine, a subroutine, a module,
a software package, a class, or any combination of in-
structions, data structures, or program statements. A
code segment can be coupled to another code segment
or a hardware circuit by passing and/or receiving infor-
mation, data, arguments, parameters, or memory con-
tents. Information, arguments, parameters, data, etc. can
be passed, forwarded, or transmitted using any suitable
means including memory sharing, message passing, to-
ken passing, network transmission, etc.
[0070] For a software implementation, the techniques
described herein can be implemented with modules (e.g.,
procedures, functions, and so on) that perform the func-
tions described herein. The software codes can be stored
in memory units and executed by processors. The mem-
ory unit can be implemented within the processor or ex-
ternal to the processor, in which case it can be commu-
nicatively coupled to the processor via various means as
is known in the art.
[0071] With reference to Fig. 11, illustrated is a system
1100 that enables assigning indices to link assignment
blocks (LABs) and organizing LABs based thereupon in
a wireless communication environment. For example,
system 1100 can reside at least partially within a base
station. It is to be appreciated that system 1100 is rep-
resented as including functional blocks, which can be
functional blocks that represent functions implemented
by a processor, software, or combination thereof (e.g.,
firmware). System 1100 includes a logical grouping 1102
of electrical components that can act in conjunction. For
instance, logical grouping 1102 can include an electrical
component for allocating indices to shared LABs 1104.
Further, logical grouping 1102 can comprise an electrical
component for allotting indices to unshared LABs based
upon access terminal capabilities and hashes of identi-
fiers of respective, intended recipient access terminals
1106. Moreover, logical grouping 1102 can include an
electrical component for sending the shared LABs and
unshared LABs organized based on the assigned indices
1108. For example, the shared LABs and unshared LABs
can be organized within a frame. Additionally, system
1100 can include a memory 1110 that retains instructions
for executing functions associated with electrical compo-
nents 1104, 1106, and 1108. While shown as being ex-
ternal to memory 1110, it is to be understood that one or
more of electrical components 1104, 1106, and 1108 can
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exist within memory 1110.
[0072] Turning to Fig. 12, illustrated is a system 1200
that enables decoding a subset of received link assign-
ment blocks (LABs) in a wireless communication envi-
ronment. System 1200 can reside within an access ter-
minal, for instance. As depicted, system 1200 includes
functional blocks that can represent functions implement-
ed by a processor, software, or combination thereof (e.g.,
firmware). System 1200 includes a logical grouping 1202
of electrical components that can act in conjunction. Log-
ical grouping 1202 can include an electrical component
for demodulating shared LABs recognized based upon
a first range of indices 1204. Moreover, logical grouping
1202 can include an electrical component for identifying
a second range of indices based on a hash of an access
terminal identifier and an access terminal capability
measure 1206. For instance, the access terminal identi-
fier can be a MACID corresponding to the access terminal
and the access terminal capability measure can be a
number of unshared LABs that the access terminal can
demodulate. Further, logical grouping 1202 can include
an electrical component for demodulating unshared
LABs recognized based upon the second range of indi-
ces 1208. Additionally, system 1200 can include a mem-
ory 1210 that retains instructions for executing functions
associated with electrical components 1204, 1206, and
1208. While shown as being external to memory 1210,
it is to be understood that electrical components 1204,
1206, and 1208 can exist within memory 1210.
[0073] What has been described above includes ex-
amples of one or more embodiments. It is, of course, not
possible to describe every conceivable combination of
components or methodologies for purposes of describing
the aforementioned embodiments, but one of ordinary
skill in the art may recognize that many further combina-
tions and permutations of various embodiments are pos-
sible. Accordingly, the described embodiments are in-
tended to embrace all such alterations, modifications and
variations that fall within the spirit and scope of the ap-
pended claims. Furthermore, to the extent that the term
"includes" is used in either the detailed description or the
claims, such term is intended to be inclusive in a manner
similar to the term "comprising" as "comprising" is inter-
preted when employed as a transitional word in a claim.
[0074] In the following, further embodiments are
described to facilitate the understanding of the in-
vention:

1. A method that facilitates sending frames that in-
clude control messages in a wireless communication
environment, comprising:

assigning indices to a set of control messages;
and
restricting transmission of respective subsets of
the control messages to respective, intended re-
cipient access terminals based on the indices.

2. The method of embodiment 1, further comprising
restricting each of the respective subsets of control
messages to a corresponding subset of time-fre-
quency resource groups allocated to the set of con-
trol messages.

3. The method of embodiment 1, wherein the control
messages include shared and unshared link assign-
ment blocks (LABs), further comprising:

assigning indices to shared LABs in a frame;
assigning indices to unshared LABs in the frame
as a function of hashes of identifiers correspond-
ing to the respective, intended recipient access
terminals; and
transmitting the frame that includes the shared
LABs and the unshared LABs ordered according
to the assigned indices.

4. The method of embodiment 3, wherein the indices
assigned to the shared LABs are in a subset from 0
to MaxNumSharedLABs-1, where MaxNumShared-
LABs denotes a maximum number of LABs decoded
by multiple access terminals.

5. The method of embodiment 3, further comprising
assigning the indices to the unshared LABs in the
frame based upon access terminal capabilities and
the hashes of the identifiers.

6. The method of embodiment 5, wherein the iden-
tifiers are MACIDs corresponding to the respective,
intended recipient access terminals.

7. The method of embodiment 6, wherein the indices
assigned to the unshared LABs are in a subset from
MaxNumSharedLABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNum-
SharedLABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLAB-
Dec-1) mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs),
where MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum
number of LABs decoded by multiple access termi-
nals, MaxNumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum
number of unshared LABs that one access terminal
decodes, and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum
number of LABs transmitted in one physical (PHY)
frame.

8. The method of embodiment 3, further comprising
adjusting the hashes of the identifiers to optimize
index assignment for the unshared LABs by mini-
mizing a number of LAB segments upon which un-
shared LABs directed to a common access terminal
are communicated.

9. The method of embodiment 3, further comprising
transmitting the frame via a forward link Shared Con-
trol Channel (F-SCCH).
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10. The method of embodiment 3, wherein the
shared LABs and the unshared LABs provide as-
signment related information pertaining to at least
one of bandwidths or packet formats.

11. A wireless communications apparatus, compris-
ing:

a memory that retains instructions related to as-
signing indices to a set of control messages and
restricting transmission of respective subsets of
the control messages to respective, intended re-
cipient access terminals based on the indices;
and
a processor, coupled to the memory, configured
to execute the instructions retained in the mem-
ory.

12. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 11, wherein the memory further retains in-
structions related to restricting each of the respective
subsets of control messages to a corresponding sub-
set of time-frequency resource groups allocated to
the set of control messages.

13. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 11, wherein the control messages include
shared and unshared link assignment blocks (LABs),
and the memory further retains instructions related
to allocating indices to shared LABs in a physical
frame, allocating indices to individual LABs in the
physical frame as a function of hashes of MACIDs
corresponding to the respective, intended recipient
access terminals, and transmitting the physical
frame that includes the shared LABs and the individ-
ual LABs ordered according to the allocated indices.

14. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 13, wherein the indices allocated to the
shared LABs are in a subset from 0 to MaxNum-
SharedLABs-1, where MaxNumSharedLABs de-
notes a maximum number of LABs decoded by mul-
tiple access terminals.

15. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 13, wherein the memory further retains in-
structions related to allocating the indices to the in-
dividual LABs in the physical frame based upon ac-
cess terminal capabilities and the hashes of the
MACIDs.

16. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 15, wherein the indices allocated to the
individual LABs are in a subset from MaxNum-
SharedLABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNumShared-
LABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-1)
mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs), where
MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum number

of LABs decoded by multiple access terminals, Max-
NumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum number of
unshared LABs that one access terminal decodes,
and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum number of
LABs transmitted in one physical frame.

17. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 13, wherein the memory further retains in-
structions related to adjusting the hashes of the
MACIDs to optimize index allocation for the individ-
ual LABs by minimizing a number of LAB segments
upon which individual LABs directed to a common
access terminal are communicated.

18. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 13, wherein the shared LABs and the in-
dividual LABs provide assignment related informa-
tion pertaining to at least one of bandwidths or packet
formats.

19. A wireless communications apparatus that ena-
bles assigning indices to link assignment blocks
(LABs) and organizing LABs based thereupon in a
wireless communication environment, comprising:

means for allocating indices to shared LABs;
means for allotting indices to unshared LABs
based upon access terminal capabilities and
hashes of identifiers of respective, intended re-
cipient access terminals; and
means for sending the shared LABs and the un-
shared LABs organized based on the assigned
indices.

20. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 19, further comprising means for restrict-
ing transfer of subsets of shared LABs and unshared
LABs to respective, corresponding subsets of time-
frequency resource groups.

21. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 19, wherein the indices allocated to the
shared LABs are in a subset from 0 to MaxNum-
SharedLABs-1, where MaxNumSharedLABs de-
notes a maximum number of LABs decoded by mul-
tiple access terminals.

22. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 19, wherein the identifiers are MACIDs of
the respective, intended recipient access terminals.

23. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 22, wherein the indices allotted to the un-
shared LABs are in a subset from MaxNumShared-
LABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNumShared-
LABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-1)
mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs), where
MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum number
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of LABs decoded by multiple access terminals, Max-
NumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum number of
unshared LABs that one access terminal decodes,
and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum number of
LABs transmitted in one physical frame.

24. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 19, further comprising means for altering
the hashes of the identifiers to optimize index allo-
cation for the unshared LABs by minimizing a
number of LAB segments upon which unshared
LABs directed to a common access terminal are
communicated.

25. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 19, wherein the shared LABs and the un-
shared LABs provide assignment related informa-
tion.

26. A machine-readable medium having stored ther-
eon machine-executable instructions for:

assigning indices to a set of control messages;
and
restricting transmission of respective subsets of
the control messages to respective, intended re-
cipient access terminals based on the indices.

27. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
26, the machine-executable instructions further
comprise restricting each of the respective subsets
of control messages to a corresponding subset of
time-frequency resource groups allocated to the set
of control messages.

28. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
26, wherein the control messages include shared
and unshared link assignment blocks (LABs).

29. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
28, the machine-executable instructions further
comprise:

assigning indices to shared LABs in a frame;
assigning indices to unshared LABS in the frame
based upon access terminal capabilities and
hashes of identifiers of the respective, intended
recipient access terminals; and
arranging the shared LABs and the unshared
LABs in the frame based upon the indices; and
sending the frame with the arranged shared
LABs and unshared LABs.

30. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
29, wherein the indices assigned to the shared LABs
are in a subset from 0 to MaxNumSharedLABs-1,
where MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum
number of LABs decoded by multiple access termi-

nals.

31. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
29, wherein identifiers are MACIDs of the respective,
intended recipient access terminals.

32. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
31, wherein the indices assigned to the unshared
LABs are in a subset from MaxNumShared-
LABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNumShared-
LABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-1)
mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs), where
MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum number
of LABs decoded by multiple access terminals, Max-
NumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum number of
unshared LABs that one access terminal decodes,
and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum number of
LABs transmitted in one physical frame.

33. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
29, the machine-executable instructions further
comprise altering the hashes of the identifiers to op-
timize index allocation for the unshared LABs by min-
imizing a number of LAB segments upon which un-
shared LABs directed to a common access terminal
are communicated.

34. In a wireless communications system, an appa-
ratus comprising:
a processor configured to:

assign indices to a set of control messages; and
restrict transmission of respective subsets of the
control messages to respective, intended recip-
ient access terminals based on the indices.

35. A method that facilitates decoding a subset of
control messages in a wireless communication en-
vironment, comprising:

receiving a set of indexed control messages;
and
decoding a subset of the indexed control mes-
sages identified based upon corresponding in-
dices.

36. The method of embodiment 35, wherein the sub-
set of decoded control messages are restricted to a
subset of time-frequency resource groups allocated
to the set of control messages.

37. The method of embodiment 35, wherein the con-
trol messages include shared and unshared link as-
signment blocks (LABs), further comprising:

receiving a frame that includes indexed LABs at
an access terminal;
decoding shared LABs identified based upon a
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first range of indices;
determining a second range of indices based at
least in part upon a hash of an identifier corre-
sponding to the access terminal; and
decoding unshared LABs identified based upon
the second range of indices.

38. The method of embodiment 37, wherein the first
range of indices is from 0 to MaxNumSharedLABs-
1, where MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum
number of LABs decoded by multiple access termi-
nals.

39. The method of embodiment 37, wherein the iden-
tifier is a MACID of the access terminal.

40. The method of embodiment 39, further compris-
ing determining the second range of indices based
upon capabilities of the access terminal and the hash
of the MACID.

41. The method of embodiment 40, wherein the sec-
ond range of indices includes fewer than all indices
corresponding to unshared LABs in the frame sent
by a base station.

42. The method of embodiment 40, wherein the sec-
ond range of indices is from MaxNumShared-
LABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNumShared-
LABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-1)
mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs), where
MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum number
of LABs decoded by multiple access terminals, Max-
NumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum number of
unshared LABs that the access terminal decodes,
and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum number of
LABs transmitted in one physical frame.

43. The method of embodiment 37, further compris-
ing adjusting the hash of the identifier to manipulate
the second range of indices to enable unshared
LABs to be obtained upon a minimized number of
LAB segments, where a LAB segment is an OFDM
resource.

44. The method of embodiment 37, further compris-
ing evaluating identifiers incorporated in the un-
shared LABs to recognize whether the access ter-
minal is an intended recipient for each of the un-
shared LABs.

45. A wireless communications apparatus, compris-
ing:

a memory that retains instructions related to ob-
taining a set of indexed control messages and
decoding a subset of the indexed control mes-
sages identified based upon corresponding in-

dices; and
a processor, coupled to the memory, configured
to execute the instructions retained in the mem-
ory.

46. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 45, wherein the subset of decoded control
messages are restricted to a subset of time-frequen-
cy resource groups allocated to the set of control
messages.

47. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 45, wherein the control messages include
shared and unshared link assignment blocks (LABs),
and the memory further retains instructions related
to obtaining a frame that includes LABs, decoding
shared LABs recognized based upon a first range of
indices, deciphering a second range of indices as a
function of a hash of a MACID corresponding to an
access terminal, and decoding unshared LABs rec-
ognized based upon the second range of indices.

48. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 47, wherein the first range of indices is
from 0 to MaxNumSharedLABs-1, where MaxNum-
SharedLABs denotes a maximum number of LABs
decoded by multiple access terminals.

49. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 47, wherein the memory further retains in-
structions related to deciphering the second range
of indices based upon a capability measure of the
access terminal and the hash of the MACID.

50. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 49, wherein the second range of indices
is from MaxNumSharedLABs+fHASH(MACID) to
MaxNumSharedLABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNu-
mIndivLABDec-1) mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNum-
SharedLABs), where MaxNumSharedLABs denotes
a maximum number of LABs decoded by multiple
access terminals, MaxNumIndivLABDec denotes a
maximum number of unshared LABs that the access
terminal decodes, and MaxNumLABs denotes a
maximum number of LABs transmitted in one phys-
ical frame.

51. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 47, wherein the second range of indices
includes fewer than all indices corresponding to un-
shared LABs in the frame.

52. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 47, wherein the memory further retains in-
structions related to adjusting the hash of the MACID
to manipulate the second range of indices to enable
unshared LABs to be obtained upon a minimized
number of LAB segments, where a LAB segment is
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an OFDM resource.

53. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 47, wherein the memory further retains in-
structions related to comparing MACIDs encoded in
the unshared LABs to the MACID of the access ter-
minal to recognize whether the access terminal is an
intended recipient for each of the unshared LABs.

54. A wireless communications apparatus that ena-
bles decoding a subset of received link assignment
blocks (LABs) in a wireless communication environ-
ment, comprising:

means for demodulating shared LABs recog-
nized based upon a first range of indices;
means for identifying a second range of indices
based on a hash of an access terminal identifier
and an access terminal capability measure; and
means for demodulating unshared LABs recog-
nized based upon the second range of indices.

55. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 54, wherein the demodulated unshared
LABs are restricted to a subset of time-frequency
resource groups.

56. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 54, wherein the first range of indices is
from 0 to MaxNumSharedLABs-1, where MaxNum-
SharedLABs denotes a maximum number of LABs
demodulated by multiple access terminals.

57. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 54, wherein the access terminal identifier
is a MACID and the second range of indices is from
MaxNumSharedLABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNum-
SharedLABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLAB-
Dec-1) mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs),
where MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum
number of LABs demodulated by multiple access ter-
minals, MaxNumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum
number of unshared LABs that the access terminal
demodulates, and MaxNumLABs denotes a maxi-
mum number of LABs transmitted in one physical
frame.

58. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 54, wherein the second range of indices
includes less than a total number of indices corre-
sponding to unshared LABs in the frame.

59. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 54, further comprising means for adjusting
the hash of the access terminal identifier to manip-
ulate the second range of indices to enable unshared
LABs to be obtained upon a minimized number of
LAB segments, where a LAB segment is an OFDM

resource.

60. The wireless communications apparatus of em-
bodiment 54, further comprising means for compar-
ing identifiers encoded in the unshared LABs to the
access terminal identifier to recognize whether the
access terminal is an intended recipient for each of
the unshared LABs.

61. A machine-readable medium having stored ther-
eon machine-executable instructions for:

receiving a set of indexed control messages;
and
decoding a subset of the indexed control mes-
sages identified based upon corresponding in-
dices.

62. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
61, wherein the subset of decoded control messages
are restricted to a subset of time-frequency resource
groups allocated to the set of control messages.

63. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
61, wherein the control messages include shared
and unshared link assignment blocks (LABs).

64. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
63, the machine-executable instructions further
comprise:

obtaining a frame that includes LABs;
decoding shared LABs recognized based upon
a first range of indices;
deciphering a second range of indices as a func-
tion of a hash of a MACID corresponding to an
access terminal; and
decoding unshared LABs recognized based up-
on the second range of indices.

65. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
64, wherein the first range of indices is from 0 to
MaxNumSharedLABs-1, where MaxNumShared-
LABs denotes a maximum number of LABs decoded
by multiple access terminals.

66. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
64, the machine-executable instructions further
comprise deciphering the second range of indices
based upon a capability measure of the access ter-
minal and the hash of the MACID.

67. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
66, wherein the second range of indices is from Max-
NumSharedLABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNum-
SharedLABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLAB-
Dec-1) mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs),
where MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum
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number of LABs decoded by multiple access termi-
nals, MaxNumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum
number of unshared LABs that the access terminal
decodes, and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum
number of LABs transmitted in one physical frame.

68. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
64, wherein the second range of indices includes
fewer than all indices corresponding to unshared
LABs in the frame.

69. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
64, the machine-executable instructions further
comprise adjusting the hash of the MACID to manip-
ulate the second range of indices to enable unshared
LABs to be obtained upon a minimized number of
LAB segments, where a LAB segment is an OFDM
resource.

70. The machine-readable medium of embodiment
64, the machine-executable instructions further
comprise comparing MACIDs encoded in the un-
shared LABs to the MACID of the access terminal
to recognize whether the access terminal is an in-
tended recipient for each of the unshared LABs.

71. In a wireless communications system, an appa-
ratus comprising:
a processor configured to:

obtain a set of indexed control messages; and
decode a subset of the indexed control messag-
es identified based upon corresponding indices.

Claims

1. A method that facilitates sending frames that include
control messages in a wireless communication en-
vironment (100; 200), comprising:

assigning indices to a set of control messages;
restricting transmission of respective subsets of
the control messages to respective, intended re-
cipient access terminals (116;122; 204; 206;
800) based on the indices;

wherein the control messages include shared and
unshared link assignment blocks, LABs, further com-
prising:

assigning indices to shared LABs in a frame;
assigning indices to unshared LABs in the frame
as a function of hashes of identifiers correspond-
ing to the respective, intended recipient access
terminals (116;122; 204; 206; 800); and
transmitting the frame that includes the shared
LABs and the unshared LABs ordered according

to the assigned indices.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising assigning
the indices to the unshared LABs in the frame based
upon access terminal capabilities and the hashes of
the identifiers.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the identifiers are
MACIDs corresponding to the respective, intended
recipient access terminals (116;122; 204; 206; 800).

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the indices assigned
to the unshared LABs are in a subset from MaxNum-
SharedLABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNumShared-
LABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-i)
mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs), where
MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum number
of LABs decoded by multiple access terminals, Max-
NumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum number of
unshared LABs that one access terminal decodes,
and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum number of
LABs transmitted in one physical, PHY, frame.

5. A wireless communications apparatus (102; 902),
comprising:

a memory (916) that retains instructions related
to assigning indices to a set of control messages
and restricting transmission of respective sub-
sets of the control messages to respective, in-
tended recipient access terminals (116;122;
204; 206; 800) based on the indices;
a processor (914), coupled to the memory (916),
configured to execute the instructions retained
in the memory;
wherein the control messages include shared
and unshared link assignment blocks, LABs,
and the memory further retains instructions re-
lated to allocating indices to shared LABs in a
physical frame, allocating indices to individual
LABs in the physical frame as a function of hash-
es of MACIDs corresponding to the respective,
intended recipient access terminals (116;122;
204; 206; 800), and transmitting the physical
frame that includes the shared LABs and the
individual LABs ordered according to the allo-
cated indices.

6. The wireless communications apparatus (102; 902)
of claim 5, wherein the memory further retains in-
structions related to allocating the indices to the in-
dividual LABs in the physical frame based upon ac-
cess terminal capabilities and the hashes of the
MACIDs.

7. The wireless communications apparatus (102; 902)
of claim 6, wherein the indices allocated to the indi-
vidual LABs are in a subset from MaxNumShared-
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LABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNumShared-
LABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-i)
mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs), where
MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum number
of LABs decoded by multiple access terminals, Max-
NumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum number of
unshared LABs that one access terminal decodes,
and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum number of
LABs transmitted in one physical frame.

8. A method that facilitates decoding a subset of control
messages in a wireless communication environment
(100; 200), comprising:

receiving a set of indexed control messages;
decoding a subset of the indexed control mes-
sages identified based upon corresponding in-
dices;
wherein the control messages include shared
and unshared link assignment blocks, LABs, fur-
ther comprising:

receiving a frame that includes indexed
LABs at an access terminal;
decoding shared LABs identified based up-
on a first range of indices;
determining a second range of indices
based at least in part upon a hash of an
identifier corresponding to the access ter-
minal; and
decoding unshared LABs identified based
upon the second range of indices.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the identifier is a
MACID of the access terminal.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising determin-
ing the second range of indices based upon capa-
bilities of the access terminal and the hash of the
MACID.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the second range
of indices is from MaxNumShared-
LABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNumShared-
LABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-1)
mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs), where
MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum number
of LABs decoded by multiple access terminals, Max-
NumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum number of
unshared LABs that the access terminal decodes,
and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum number of
LABs transmitted in one physical frame.

12. A wireless communications apparatus (116;122;
204; 206; 800), comprising:

a memory that retains instructions related to ob-
taining a set of indexed control messages and

decoding a subset of the indexed control mes-
sages identified based upon corresponding in-
dices;
a processor, coupled to the memory, configured
to execute the instructions retained in the mem-
ory;
wherein the control messages include shared
and unshared link assignment blocks, LABs,
and the memory further retains instructions re-
lated to obtaining a frame that includes LABs,
decoding shared LABs recognized based upon
a first range of indices, deciphering a second
range of indices as a function of a hash of a
MACID corresponding to an access terminal,
and decoding unshared LABs recognized based
upon the second range of indices.

13. The wireless communications apparatus (116;122;
204; 206; 800) of claim 12, wherein the memory fur-
ther retains instructions related to deciphering the
second range of indices based upon a capability
measure of the access terminal and the hash of the
MACID.

14. The wireless communications apparatus (116;122;
204; 206; 800) of claim 13, wherein the second range
of indices is from MaxNumShared-
LABs+fHASH(MACID) to MaxNumShared-
LABs+(fHASH(MACID)+MaxNumIndivLABDec-1)
mod (MaxNumLABs-MaxNumSharedLABs), where
MaxNumSharedLABs denotes a maximum number
of LABs decoded by multiple access terminals, Max-
NumIndivLABDec denotes a maximum number of
unshared LABs that the access terminal decodes,
and MaxNumLABs denotes a maximum number of
LABs transmitted in one physical frame.

15. A computer program comprising instructions for per-
forming the method of any of the claims 1-4 or 8-11.
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